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Here is the list of deliverables requirements for Film 400. This is an industry 
standard set of things you need to do to send your work off to be mixed 
professionally.  

Students must submit their Picture Lock on DVD, along with the following deliverables on a separate DVD 
(Please note, these deliverables can be created using the department’s Final Cut Pro or Avid stations. If a 
student chooses not to use these systems, they must ensure their software system can provide the 
deliverables) 

 1. Quicktime File of film with BITC (Burn in Time Code). Timecode must be continuous and uninterrupted, 
beginning at 09:58:30:00 with 1 minute of colour bars and reference tone, then slate (ID of film 
title/filmmaker) and black leading up to program start at 10:00:00:00 (hours, minutes, seconds, frames). 
There must be an audio/video reference (2 Beep) at 09:59:58:00. 

Burn in Time Code 
AVID: Make a new video track. Set your monitor to this top track. Open your effects palette from the 
Project window and choose Generator -> Timecode Burn-In. Drop this effect on your top empty track. 
Adjust any settings in the effect editor. Remember to render your whole movie before exporting and make 
sure all your Video and Audio tracks are active. 

FCP: Make a new sequence, set your timecode (see below) and drop your final edit sequence into the first 
one. Highlight this "nested" sequence and add the Timecode Reader filter (from Video Filters -> Video). 
Right click on it on the timeline and "Open in Viewer". Click on the filters tab and make any adjustments 
you have to the look of the tc window. 

To set up your timecode beginning at 9:58:30:00 
FCP: Right click on your sequence and choose Settings -> Timeline Options -> Starting Timecode 
Avid: Settings -> General -> Default Starting TC 

Colour Bars 
FCP: Colour bars are found by clicking the A button in the lower corner of the Viewer. 
 
AVID: Find Colour bars in the folder "Countdowns and Bars" or "Test_Patterns". 
(Use the right HD colourbar depending on your resolution 1280x720 or 1920x1080.) 

2 Beep 
FCP: Use the title tool to make a title with the number 2 in frame. Insert it in your timeline for a single 
frame coinciding with the single frame beep. 
 
AVID: Use the title tool to make a title with the number 2 in frame. Insert it in your timeline for a single 
frame coinciding with the single frame beep. 

3/ There must be ten seconds of black after program ends. Within that 10 seconds of black there must be 
three audio/video sync reference beeps. The first tail beep should fall on a zero (00) frame, and the beeps 
should be spaced 10 frames apart. 



FCP: Use a slug (A button in lower corner of viewer) for  black. 
You can create a beep by cutting out a single frame of audio from the test pattern loaded into the viewer. 
Place it on the timeline as per instructions. 

AVID:  If you have trouble adding black to the end of an Avid project, place an audio track at the end and 
set the autogain to zero with a single keyframe. 
You can create a beep by downloading a 1kHz tone as a wav file and cut out a single frame of it and place 
it on the timeline as per instructions. 

4. OMF Files generated at 48kHz. File format AIFF/SDII or WAV. 

AVID: Right click over your sequence and choose export -> Consolidate Audio to Folder -> Options = 
Consolidate Media / Export as AAF / Include all Audio Tracks in Sequence / Handle Length 90 / Convert 
Audio File Format to AIFF / Media Destination / Data -> Folder. 
Make a new folder before exporting your AAF file and everything will go in there. 

FCP: Export -> OMF = Set handle length to 00:00:01:30 / Rate 48kHz / Depth 16bit. 

5. 3 second (90 frame) handles. 

See above. 

6. Dialogue tracks panned left, music and effects panned right. 

FCP: Open your audio mixer. Adjust your pan sliders (just above the grey number box) accordingly Left = 
-1 Middle = 0 Right = 1. Tracks a1 and a2 are locked. 
 

AVID: Open your Audio Mixer in Tools. Click the number 4/Arrow button to show more tracks. At the 
bottom of each track is the pan control it should sya L# R# or MID. Turn each Dialogue track until it say 
L100 and each Music or effect track until it says R100. 

7. Dialogue on tracks on top tracks (e.g. Tracks 1 – 4). Then Effects below dialogue tracks (e.g. Tracks 5-
6). Music/Score on bottom tracks (e.g. Tracks 7-8). 

AVID: Arrange your tracks according to the instructions. If you need to move tracks around, remember to 
turn off link selection so you can move the tracks independently. Add an additional audio track to paste to 
and from. 

8. Audio Only EDL 

AVID: Output -> EDL 
The Avid EDL Manager pops up, if it doesn't click Windows DL MGR from the Menu. 
Click Get Sequence to bring the sequence you are working on into the EDL manager. 
Turn off Audio by clicking on all the video tracks and turning them to "-". 
Select File -> Save As and save to your disk. 

FCP: File -> Export -> CinemaTools Audio EDL 

9. Picture Only EDL 



AVID: Output -> EDL 
The Avid EDL Manager pops up, if it doesn't click Windows DL MGR from the Menu. 
Click Get Sequence to bring the sequence you are working on into the EDL manager. 
Turn off Audio by clicking on all the audio tracks and turning them to "-". 
Select File -> Save As and save to your disk. 

FCP: File -> Export -> EDL = Name your title (filename) and use the defaults. 

 
 


